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a b s t r a c t
Olfactory nuisances are an issue of growing concern considering that people’s awareness about the effect
of pollution on health and environment is increasing and that the perception of odor is related to a possible
warning situation. A recent review concluded that odor assessment has to be faced by an integrated multitool strategy. In this paper we discuss the building of a model by means of a chemometric approach
based on artiﬁcial neural networks known as Self Organizing Maps. These are applied to data collected
by electronic nose continuous monitoring. The Self Organizing Map output was subjected to a second
level clusterization by k-means algorithm. The cluster interpretation (i.e. air types classiﬁcation in terms
of “malodor”/“odor free” attributes) is achieved by crosslinking data produced by different instrumental
and sensorial approaches, allowing us to establish the Frequency-Intensity-Duration odor characteristics
for every identiﬁed air type.
In order to elucidate our approach we focused our work on a four months survey at a residential site
close to an integral cycle steel plant in Trieste (Italy). Odor Control Map proved to be a promising tool to
provide valuable visualization support for following the dynamic evolution of the system with time. It
allowed us to, for example, identify the relationships among sensor responses in different air types; follow
the changes of air types with time. identify possible malodor sources; experimentally evaluate the frequency and duration of air types classiﬁed as malodorous. Furthermore, this ﬁrst application highlighted
the possible method improvements that have to be tested in different real environmental scenarios to
obtain more robust and reﬁned models. Considering that different annoyances (e.g., odor, noise, presence of speciﬁc chemical compounds) can cause possible synergistic health effects, Odor Control Map is
a suitable tool to integrate data deriving from different and independent analysis/monitoring to obtain
a more comprehensive knowledge on complex environmental phenomena involving dwellings close to
industrial plants.

1. Introduction

thermore, a number of effects on human health, disjoined by toxic
levels of pollutants, have been reported [1–3].
Brancher et al. [4] critically reviewed the odor regulations of 28
countries around the world. Their main conclusion was that odor
assessment has to be tackled by an integrated multi-tool strategy.
Odor impact is usually described by ﬁve characteristics collectively known as FIDOL: frequency (F), intensity (I), duration
(D), offensiveness (O), and location (L). A detailed description of
each feature can be found elsewhere [4–6]. Information about odor
intensity (I) can be gained by the dynamic olfactometry technique,
which is a standardized sensorial method [7,8] aimed at evaluating
intensity in terms of odor concentration. In Europe, this is expressed

The problem of olfactory nuisances is an issue of growing
concern considering that people’s awareness about the effect of
pollution on health and environment is increasing and that the
perception of odor is related to a possibly warning situation. Fur-
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as European odor units per cubic meter (ouE m−3 ). One ouE m−3
is the amount of odorant(s) that, when evaporated into 1 cubic
meter of neutral gas in standard conditions, elicits a physiological response from a panel (detection threshold) equivalent to that
elicited by one European Reference Odor Mass (EROM). One EROM
is a conventional quantity value equivalent to 123 g n-butanol
evaporated in 1 cubic meter of neutral gas in standard conditions,
which produces a concentration of 0.040 mol/mol.
However, it has to be taken into account that complaints
increase especially in case of the presence of an intermittent and
unpredictable annoyance. In the case of an odorant this is more
stressful than an exposition to a persistent, moderate nuisance
which usually produces a saturation effect in the olfactory system.
Therefore, a correct evaluation of the frequency (F) and the
duration (D) of odor episodes is the key to assess the effects of
malodors on the population. Gaining information about the abovementioned odor annoyance features by means of air sampling at the
receptor and dynamic olfactometry measures with high frequency
would be hardly feasible, very expensive and time-consuming. On
the contrary, an electronic nose (e-nose) allows the collection of
instrumental data with high temporal resolution.
E-noses have been widely applied in food quality analysis [9],
but there is a lower number of papers on the application of enoses for the measurement of industrial emissions [10]. In both
the abovementioned applications the e-nose is usually calibrated
with speciﬁc mixtures of chemicals or with samples of air collected
at the source. A number of different methods for data processing
have been already presented and applied [11]. Among the inconveniences enumerated by Marco et al. on the application of previously
calibrated e-noses, which can change their responses in terms of
sensitivity there are: (i) sensor drifting and aging due to, for example, temperature and humidity parameters or sensor poisoning by
chemicals in ﬁeld experiments, (ii) change in the environmental
conditions (from laboratory conditions to ﬁeld measurements), (iii)
change in the background environmental conditions which can
affect the target source identiﬁcation capability of the instrument.
When monitoring in a real environmental context it is possible that
the source/sources of annoyances have not be already been identiﬁed and/or that there is no previous knowledge about them. In such
cases the Netherlands Standardization Institute (NEN) suggests to
use e-noses to record patterns produced by sensors continuously
exposed to ambient air mixtures of compounds and to identify
similarities among patterns which can then be linked to citizen
complaints and perceptions [12].
In this framework, in the present paper we discuss the building
of a model based on artiﬁcial neural networks known as Self Organizing Maps (SOM), applied to e-nose data collected by continuous
monitoring in ambient air at a site where olfactory annoyances are
frequently reported. The Self Organizing Map is a neural network
algorithm for exploratory data analysis and pattern recognition
[13]. It is based on an unsupervised learning method, thus no previous knowledge on data patterns is needed. There are few examples
in the scientiﬁc literature of the application of the SOM algorithm to
e-nose signals. These mainly concern the food quality ﬁeld [14,15],
while there are also some reports on laboratory e-nose optimization [16,17].
On the other hand, the application of SOM algorithm to data collected in relation to environmental assessment issues has grown
over the last decade encompassing different ﬁelds: air [18,19];
water [20,21]; soil [22,23] and sediment [24,25].
In order to elucidate our approach we focused our work on a
survey on an integral cycle steel plant in Trieste (Italy). The cycle
comprises a series of linked processes such as coke distillation, iron
ores sintering and smelting in a blast furnace for the production
of pig iron [26,27]. This industrial hotspot has already been sub-
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ject matter of a number of studies regarding sediments [28], water
[29], ambient air volatile organic compounds [30] and ambient
air particulate matter [31–33]. In the last decade, the municipality of Trieste has registered several hundreds of complaints per
year about obnoxious odors by the resident population, thus, in
collaboration with the regional environmental protection agency
(ARPA-FVG), an e-nose was positioned near apartment buildings in
proximity to the steel works.
The chemometric approach we adopted allowed us to operate
a second abstraction level by applying a clusterization algorithm,
such as k-means clustering or hierarchical clustering [34], to the
output of the Self Organizing Map algorithm in order to obtain
a distribution of the e-nose data in a small number of clusters
(i.e., air types). The cluster interpretation (i.e. air types classiﬁcation in terms of “malodor”/“odor free” attributes) is achieved
by crosslinking data produced by different instrumental and
sensorial approaches, allowing the establishment of the FrequencyIntensity-Duration odor characteristics for every identiﬁed air type.
With regard to the type of source considered in the case study,
few publications focused on odor emissions by steel plants can be
found in the scientiﬁc literature: in the city of Terni (Italy) Capelli
et al. [35,36], using the combination of olfactometric analyses at
the sources and dispersion modelling, found that the major source
of odorous emissions in the steel plant was the primary emissions
from the furnaces. Bootsma et al. [37] used e-noses implemented
with a four sensors array to monitor odor emissions from an integrated steel plant in IJmuiden (Netherlands). In the ﬁrst phase they
used a network of ﬁve e-noses to collect data coupled with olfactometric analyses. Then, according to the results obtained in the ﬁrst
phase, 25 e-noses were trained to detect the speciﬁc odor patterns
of the plant emissions (coke oven batteries, blast furnaces, sinter
plant) and the e-nose network was installed onsite. Ultimately the
e-nose recordings positively matched to the citizens’ complaints.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Site description
Trieste is a city located in NE Italy by the Adriatic Sea and has
about 200,000 inhabitants. In one of its districts, which has about
12,000 inhabitants for a population density of 8300 inh/km2 , there
is a fully integrated steel plant. The dwellings of the district are positioned in close proximity to the plant: the sampling point (SLS) was
positioned at apartment buildings which are located only 180 m
from the plant. At the boundary of the works, 200 m from the SLS
there is a regional EPA sampling point (RFI) which is used for monitoring the steel plant performance [38] (Fig. 1).

2.2. Continuous monitoring by use of e-nose
The electronic nose used for this study was a MSEM-32 Environmental Monitor System device purchased from Sensigent (Baldwin
Park CA −U.S.A.) In the selected conﬁguration, the MSEM-32 multi
sensor environmental monitor implemented 19 chemoresistive
sensors with four MOS sensors, from now on named S3-S4-S20S21 and ﬁfteen polymer/black carbon nano composite sensors [39]
(named from S5 to S19), plus two more electrochemical sensors
(named SULFUR and NITROGEN). The e-nose was placed at the SLS
(Fig. 1). The monitoring period started on Friday, 5th June 2015 and
ended on Wednesday, 30th September 2015. We chose the period
from June to September because it is characterized by the presence of sea breezes blowing from the sea to the inland, i.e., from
the steel plant to the city districts/civil dwellings [30]. The e-nose
registered data-per-minute for every sensor thereby obtaining a
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concentration is then calculated as the geometric mean of the odor
threshold values of each panelist and it is expressed in European
odor units per cubic meter (ouE m−3 ).
2.5. Citizens’ complaints addressed to the municipality
In addition to the complaints of the citizens voluntarily involved
in the present study (see par 2.3) we examined the list of complaints
communicated by the resident population to the municipality. We
selected only the complaints which were classiﬁed as odor annoyance and that came from inhabitants living in the same street in
which the SLS sampling point was positioned.
2.6. Wind speed and direction data
The hourly wind speed and direction data collected at a site
(Molo Fratelli Bandiera, a synoptic weather station – in an open
position by the sea 2 km from the plant – considered representative of the meteorological conditions of the city), were obtained
from the regional environmental protection agency (OSMER-ARPA)
website [42].
2.7. Pollutant data
Fig. 1. Map of the Trieste district which hosts the integrated steel plant. The sampling site (SLS), the regional environmental protection agency sampling site (RFI),
the boundary of the steel plant, the position of the coke oven batteries (C.O.) and
the position of the blast furnace (B.F.) are highlighted.

The hourly benzene, CO and H2 S data collected at a site (RFI – see
Fig. x) positioned at the boundary of the steel plant (at about 200 m
from SLS) were obtained from the regional environmental protection agency (ARPA-FVG) website [43]. The site is used by ARPA-FVG
for monitoring the steel plant performance [38].

vector of 21 values for every minute. Sensor signals are reported as
relative resistance changes (R/R).

2.8. Self organizing map features
2.3. Air sampling
A Self Organizing Map is constituted by a two-dimensional array
of neurons (also called units), which are vectors of scalars related to
the sensor responses. Neurons are usually represented as squares
or hexagons in a bi-dimensional map. The array dimensions have to
be set a priori: some heuristic rules were proposed by Vesanto et al.
[44] The choices for the present SOM evaluation will be discussed
in detail in par. 3.4. The algorithm is then fed with the experimental
data, the model training is based on the “winner-take-all” selection
rule: basically each neuron of the grid is initialized as a random
unit vector of n-values (with “n” equal to the number of variables)
and all the experimental vectors are presented to each neuron.
The algorithm selects the neuron which best matches the input
vector in terms of similarity (usually measured by the Euclidean
distance). The winner neuron is also called the best matching unit
(BMU). Once found, the vector weights of the BMU and its neighbors
(included in a given radius from the BMU) are adjusted to reduce
their difference to the input vector. In this way each neuron can
represent similar vectors and it adjusts itself during the training
process. Once each input vector has been presented to the neurons, the ﬁrst run (epoch) of the training process is ﬁnished. This
presentation and adjustment is repeated several times so that the
SOM describes progressively in a more accurate way the experimental vector variability. The output is a Self Organizing Map in
which similar vectors are mapped close together on the grid. Each
ﬁnal unit is represented by an n-dimensional vector, in which “n”
is equal to the original number of variables and each experimental
vector can be associated to a unit in terms of similarity (Euclidean
distance). According to Vesanto [45] and Himberg et al. [46] the
SOM can be explored to observe:

The air samples were collected in 8L bags prepared in-house
using NalophanTM for the bag and TeﬂonTM for the pipes. Both
automatic and manual sampling systems were used. The core of
the sampling systems is a vacuum pump which allows collection of
the sample without any contact with the pump parts except for the
bag [8], in compliance with EN 13725:2003 [7]. A number of citizens
who live close to the sampling point were asked to inform (by phone
call or SMS) the operators about the presence of an obnoxious odor
as soon as it had been perceived. Immediately after a complaint
reception, the automatic sampling system (OdorPrep, by Lab Service Analytica S.r.L., Italy) was remotely activated. As a general rule,
when the operators went to the site to withdraw the sample, they
collected another air sample by use of the manual sampler (Vacuum pump Sampler, by Osmotech Srl, Italy). The sampling lasted
two minutes both for remote sampling and the manual one. The
automatic sampling system and the e-nose were placed very close
in space at the sampling site, thus they contemporarily collected
the “same” air. The manual sampling was also carried out in close
proximity to the e-nose.
2.4. Odor concentration measurements
The air samples were analyzed in compliance with EN
13725:2003 [7] within 6 h after sampling as suggested by German
VDI 3880 norm [40], which is stricter than EN 13725:2003 on this
issue. The analysis was carried out by use of a dynamic olfactometer
(WOLF by ArcoSolutions s.r.l., Italy) [41].
The instrument presents the odor samples diluted with odor free
air, at precise ratios, to a panel of human assessors, selected according to a reference gas (n-butanol) [7]. WOLF olfactometer works
using the yes/no method, in which each panelist sniffs from a single port and communicates if the odor is detected or not. The odor

- the Uniﬁed Distance Matrix (U-matrix) representation [47],
which visualizes the distances between the neurons and
highlights borders between map regions with different charac-
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teristics, thus allowing identiﬁcation of map areas with relatively
homogeneous neurons;
- the number (hits) of experimental vectors which are represented
by every single map unit,
- the distribution of the values of every single experimental variable on the map (heatmap), showing how each one of the n
original variables relates to the others in the SOM.
The Self Organizing Map can also be explored to identify possible outliers [48]. Outlier detection can be achieved by inspecting
the quantization errors (QEs) distribution on the map. Every experimental vector is associated to a unit and the measure of how well
the unit represents that vector is expressed in terms of the QE, i.e.
the QE accounts for the accuracy of the match of each experimental
vector to the corresponding unit. A high QE value for an experimental vector means that it can be an outlier observation according to
the SOM model.
2.9. Calculations
SOM calculations, clustering classiﬁcation and Sammon’s projection were performed in the Matlab 6.5 (MathWorks, Inc.)
computing environment, implementing the SOM toolbox [49]. SOM
outputs exploration and SOM visualization were performed using
in-house scripts in R software environment [50] implemented by
the “openair” package [51]. In addition, wind speed and direction
data, pollutant data and citizens’ complaints data were elaborated
in R environment. The site map was prepared in R environment
implemented by the “ggplot2” package [52] and “ggmap” packages [53]. The trajectory animation was prepared in R environment
implemented by the “animation” package [54].
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Building an odor control map: general idea
The core of the model is the unsupervised classiﬁcation of the
e-nose data. This data mining approach can be very effective for a
ﬁrst characterization of the dynamics of the site when no previous
detailed characterization about odor impacts at the receptors, as
well as about odor emissions data at the source, are available. We
chose the Self Organizing Map algorithm (see par. 2.8 for details) for
elaborating the e-nose data and obtaining a Self Organizing Map.
With the intention to classify the map regions in terms of malodorous air/“odor free” air and to identify possible odor sources, we
integrated the SOM model with data collected by means of other
approaches or devices. Ancillary information is provided as odor
concentration of air samples, wind speed and direction data and
pollutant data collected by the regional environmental protection
agency monitoring network. Citizens’ complaints records were also
used.
The only common variable between the abovementioned data
and e-nose signals is date/time. When in the following text we will
refer to a map unit which is associated to an odor concentration
value, it means that we identiﬁed the e-nose data contemporarily registered during the air sampling, then we identiﬁed the map
unit which best represented that e-nose data and we eventually
associated the odor concentration value to the map unit.
Since the olfactometric measurement on air samples is the sole
European accepted method to measure odor concentration, before
the SOM training the whole e-nose data set was split in training
and test data, so that e-nose data corresponding (date/time) to the
olfactometric measures referring to odor nuisance episodes were
present in both the training set and what we called an “odor test
set” (see details in par. 3.3). The latter has been used to assess the
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recall ability of the trained Self Organizing Map [55] i.e. to check
the ability of the model to map similar objects in the same SOM
map area. Thus, the training produces a map where independent
experimentally determined odor concentrations can be associated
to map units, allowing us (a) to achieve a ﬁrst, rough classiﬁcation
of different areas of the map corresponding to malodorous and odor
free ambient air and (b) to check the consistency of the classiﬁcation
by projecting the odor test set vectors onto the map.
A more reﬁned classiﬁcation was obtained by performing a kmeans cluster analysis [34] on SOM neurons data set. Khedairia
et al. [56,57] reported the advantages derived from a two-stage
clusterization of experimental data (1st- SOM, 2nd- k-means)
instead of the application of only one of the two algorithms. The
SOM algorithm allows identiﬁcation of recurrent e-nose data patterns with reduced noise and visualization of the data in a 2D map
which can be explored as described in par. 2.8. Subsequently, a
reduced number of map regions with similar properties can be
achieved by k-means clustering. The application of k-means clustering directly to the experimental data would lead to a list of values
(cluster numbers) associated to the data with poor visualization
possibilities when compared to SOM.
The clusters were characterized both using the olfactometric
analyses (as described previously in this paragraph) and identifying the map units corresponding to the date/time of the citizens’
complaints. The sensor patterns in clusters were calculated and
depicted using box-plots to inspect possible differences in the sensor ranges among the clusters.
With the aim to corroborate the cluster classiﬁcation between
odorous/non odorous episodes, the wind speed and direction data
and pollutant data collected by the regional protection agency in
the same period were used as follows. Each cluster represents a
number of e-nose experimental data collected at speciﬁc date/time
values. The abovementioned devices outputs were grouped according to the same date/time values (i.e. according to the clusters) and
the groups obtained were represented in box-plots. This step led
to a more detailed classiﬁcation which allowed evaluation of the
malodor duration and frequency in the monitored period, and to
hypothesize possible different sources.
3.2. Odor measurements
In Table below odor measurements results are reported (16
samples). The values measured ranged from 118 ouE m−3 to 500
ouE m−3 with a mean of 326 ouE m−3 and a median of 360 ouE m−3 .
These relatively high values of ouE m−3 were related to samples
collected at the SLS at about 180 m from coke oven batteries, during
the revamping of the steel plant after a change in the ownership and
in a season when the sea breeze is usually more intense, pushing
air-masses toward the monitoring site. The evidence of these values
was then taken into account for a dedicated monitoring provision in
the IPCC Environmental Integrate Authorization of the steel plant.
The odor measurements were less than the number of the signaling volunteers due to two different principal factors: (a) panel test
members were not always available within 6 h (see par. 2.4) and
(b) lack of power supply on site for the remotely activated odor bag
sampler due to rather frequent and random black-outs that happen
locally close to the industrial plant.
3.3. Data pre-treatment
The e-nose data were cleaned by removing the vectorsper-minute which occurred in proximity of instrumental zero
calibration cycles or occasional black-outs, which caused spikes in
the sensor signals. The data removed were the 0.3% of the total
available, producing 150 072 vectors, for a total number of sensor values above 3 million. Noise ﬁltering algorithms were not
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Table 1
list of air sampling times and related outcome of the olfactometric analysis.
Sample

Date/hour

Sampling technique

OUe m−3

Data subset

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

28/07/2015 12:21
28/07/2015 13:06
03/08/2015 13:24
03/08/2015 14:56
04/08/2015 12:18
04/08/2015 13:05
02/09/2015 15:23
02/09/2015 15:34
03/09/2015 10:36
03/09/2015 15:15
03/09/2015 15:37
15/09/2015 11:34
15/09/2015 11:45
22/09/2015 12:36
22/09/2015 14:32
22/09/2015 15:00

RS
RS
RS
MS
RS
MS
RS
RS
RS
MS
MS
MS
MS
RS
MS
MS

430
360
380
290
380
300
170
118
204
360
360
380
360
360
500
270

TrS
OtS
TrS
OtS
TrS
OtS
OtS
TrS
TrS
TrS
OtS
TrS
OtS
TrS
OtS
TrS

Table 2
ordinal statistics of the quantization errors obtained for the training and odor test
sets.

min
1st quantile
median
3rd quantile
max

Training set

Odor test set

0.20
0.95
1.42
2.09
11.96

0.65
1.31
1.81
2.11
3.80

this way we obtained a SOM with a 32 × 15 lattice. The number of
epochs was selected as for the “regular” one, obtaining 1 + 1 epochs.
To evaluate the SOM quality two parameters are typically used:
the average quantization error qe (i.e. the average distance between
each data vector and its BMU) which accounts for map resolution;
and the topographic error te (i.e. the proportion of all data vectors for which ﬁrst and second choice BMUs are not adjacent units)
which measures the topology preservation. There are no reference
values for these parameters, nevertheless they can be used to compare SOM maps resulting from different starting run parameters.
The values for the “regular” SOM were qe = 1.659 and te = 0.095,
while for the “small” one they were qe = 1.625 and a te = 0.090. Considering that the smaller the qe and te values, the better the SOM
quality, we chose the “small” SOM as the model for our data.
From now on the outputs related to the numerical elaboration
of the “small” SOM will be discussed. In Fig. 2a the uniﬁed distance
matrix is presented. The distance is reported in grayscale from dark
gray (short distance) to light gray (long distance). The map shows
boundaries (lighter color) between short distance regions (darker
color – highlighting portions of the map characterized by highly
similar neurons).
The basic statistics for the hits represented by a single unit (see
par. 2.8) were 1st quantile = 114, median = 220, 3rd quantile = 394.
The hits distribution on the map is shown in Fig. 2b. The maximum number of hits (4001) is represented by the unit symbolized
as a black ﬁlled hexagon. That unit represents the most recurrent
pattern of sensor data recorded at the e-nose site.
Boundaries of the map were present near the edges (Fig. 2a) but
the hits (Fig. 2b) were not gathered at the edges, thus the present
SOM did not show a “Map edge distortion” as deﬁned by Fujita
et al. [59]. Moreover, in order to check the reliability of the map
in terms of topological relations between the neurons, Himberg
et al. [46] suggest to compute and plot the Sammon’s projection of
the neuron space into a three dimensional space. If the projection
is highly twisted or folded the map is unreliable. The Sammon’s
projection of our SOM trained as described before in this paragraph
was neither twisted nor folded (see Supplementary Material).
The heatmaps (see par. 2.8) for each of the 21 variables are
presented in Fig. 3, where four tones of gray characterize quartiles
of a single sensor values. The sequence of heatmaps in the ﬁgure
derives from the hierarchical clustering of the variables. The
hierarchical clustering of the variables of the SOM was done by
applying the complete linkage method, considering euclidean distances. Visual inspection of the dendrogram (see Supplementary
material) and heatmaps (Fig. 3) led to group the e-nose sensors as
follows: S20-MOS (singleton); S3-MOS, SULFUR-electrochemical,
NITROGEN-electrochemical (group 1); S4-MOS (singleton);
S21-MOS (singleton); S7,S5,S9,S19,S17,S10,S14,S11,S13,S15,S18nanocomposites (group 2); S12,S6,S8,S16-nanocomposites (group
3) [60].
The quantization errors (QEs – see par. 2.8) for the training data
set were calculated, obtaining the ordinal statistics values reported
in Table 2, in which it can be seen that there was a considerable
difference between the 3rd quantile and the maximum value. Thus
we computed, for every map unit, the average QEs of the experimental vectors assigned to that unit. Fig. 2d reports hexagons with

RS = remotely activated sampling; MS = manual sampling; TrS = training set:
OtS = odor test set.

applied since the way in which the SOM algorithm works already
reduces noise [34]. As explained in par. 3.1 the olfactometric measurements on air samples carried “objective information” about
malodor therefore we decided to extract a small “odor test set”
from the whole data to verify the ability of the SOM map to
coherently classify malodor events conﬁrmed by an independent
analysis method. The odor test set was built by selecting an interval of ten minutes centered on the collection time of the samplings
highlighted in italics in Table 1 (7 odor samplings), resulting in
a matrix containing 77 vectors. The remaining 9 odor samplings
(corresponding to 99 vectors) were contained in the training set
containing a total of 149 995 vectors. The training set was normalized across the variables to have zero mean and unit standard
deviation.
3.4. Self organizing map of e-nose data
While building the SOM, we chose an hexagonal lattice as it provides more neighbors within a given radius of a node with respect to
a rectangular one, as well as a smoother map with a better representation of the topology of the data set [34]. The SOM parameters were
set accordingly to Vesanto et al. [44]. The number of neurons was
selected as ﬁve times the square root of the number of experimental data (in the present study represented by 149 995 vectors of 21
variables, which are the sensor responses) while the ratio between
the map side lengths was set equal to the ratio between the two
largest eigenvalues of the data set. The ratio for our data set was 2.3.
The actual side lengths were set so that their product was as close
as possible to the number of map units evaluated by the abovementioned heuristic formula. The result was a 67 × 29 lattice. The
SOM was trained by feeding the algorithm with the training data set
and using the batch training algorithm. Linear initialization started
along the two greatest eigenvectors. After initialization, the SOM
was trained in two phases: ﬁrst a rough training and then a ﬁnetuning. The “rough neighborhood radius” was set equal to 3 and the
“ﬁne neighborhood radius” to 1. The neighborhood function was
Gaussian. The learning rate function type was set as “reciprocally
decreasing”, starting from a learning rate of 0.5 for the rough phase
and of 0.05 for the ﬁne-tuning phase. The number of epochs was set
according to Sinha et al. [58], resulting in 1 (rough phase) + 1(ﬁne
tuning) epochs. From now on the SOM obtained with the described
set of parameters will be named “regular” SOM.
The SOMToolbox allows also us to train a “small” SOM with
the number of units equal to the 0.25 times the number of units
evaluated with the abovementioned Vesanto heuristic formula. In
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Fig. 2. (2a) Uniﬁed distance matrix (U-matrix) map, the distance is reported in grayscale from dark gray (short distance) to light gray (long distance). (2b) Hits map. The
ﬁlling of the hexagons is proportional to the number of hits. The black hexagon highlights the unit which represented the maximum number of hits (4001). (2c) SOM map,
the ﬁlling of the hexagons represents the cluster split of the units. The cluster numbers are positioned at the units which are the centroids of the clusters respectively. The
units which correspond with the air samplings are labelled with the obtained odor concentration in ouE m−3 (roman stile for the training set, italics for the odor test set).
The star symbols represent the complaints of the citizens which live in close proximity of the sampling point. (2d) SOM map, the ﬁlling of the hexagons represents the basic
statistics (lower outliers = white, quantiles = gray scale, upper outliers = black) of the average value of QEs. The arrows represent the trajectory of the day (24/07/2015) which
was the main responsible of high QEs in some units (day start = star; day end = triangle).

industrial process of the monitored factory. For example, a detailed
examination of experimental vectors represented by the units with
higher average QEs helped in the identiﬁcation of a few experimental vectors that were not sufﬁcient in number to characterize those
map units but that were sufﬁcient to enhance their average QE. We
found that one day in particular was responsible for the high QE
average values for 12 units.
The trajectory of that day (24/07/2015) across the map is represented by arrows in Fig. 2b. A trajectory shows the BMUs assigned to
the experimental vectors (minutes) of the day, plotting a sequence
of arrows which follows the time series. In that day the signals of
the sensors named “SULFUR” and “NITROGEN” were found to have
very low values respect to those expected from the BMU assignment, suggesting (i) that the sensors with low values did not work
well or (ii) that in that day there was an “air typology” very different from the others which have been classiﬁed by the SOM. The
sensor patterns in clusters for the experimental data of the day
24/7/2015 – overlaid on the cluster patterns of the SOM algorithm
output depicted by box-plots – are reported in the Supplementary
material (point 4). For an example of a daily trajectory animated
visualization see Supplementary material (point 7).
3.5. SOM regions characterization
Fig. 3. SOM heatmaps ordered according to the hierarchical clustering of the experimental variables, the ﬁlling of the hexagons represents the basic statistics (lower
outliers = white, quantiles = gray scale, upper outliers = black) of each sensor.

a dimension proportional to these average QEs. 32 units showed
average QE values higher than the 3rd quantile value. Outlier detection can be used to discard outlying e-nose data and build a more
robust model, however, in the application of the present study it
is also useful to detect important variations due, for example, to a
sensor fault or to air dynamics changes following a variation in the

6

A further step in model building has been the identiﬁcation of
regions of the map discriminating between different types of ambient air, in terms of malodorous or odor-free characteristics. We
have identiﬁed on the map the units representing the air samplings
related to dynamic olfactometry analyses providing evidence of
high odor events, i.e., the units representing the experimental enose data vectors recorded contemporarily to those samplings.
In Fig. 2c, the units which correspond with the air samplings are
labelled with the obtained odor concentration in ouE m−3 (roman
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Table 3
distribution among clusters of complaints coming from volunteers and addressed
from citizens to the municipality.
Cluster

Volunteers

Citizens

Overall

1
2
3
4
5

0
1
4
1
15

2
1
3
5
27

2
2
7
6
42

style). The BMUs are spread with high density mainly in the lower
part of the map and partially in the middle left part of the map,
thus we have an indication that neurons deﬁning these regions of
the SOM are related to malodor episodes. Moreover, considering (i)
that opposite sides of the map usually represent opposite behavior of the variables [45], (ii) that odor events are usually transient
and (iii) that the unit in the upper left corner (black hexagon in
Fig. 2b) accounted for the highest number of experimental vectors
(hits), we assumed that the upper left region of the map represented
odor-free air.
The odor test data set was rescaled accordingly to the training set normalization parameters (see par. 3.3) and projected onto
the map. The QEs were calculated obtaining the ordinal statistics
values reported in Table 2. The QEs dispersion of the odor test set,
describing odor nuisance events, was comparable with the training
set one.
As it was done for the training set and the corresponding set of
air samplings, we located on the map the units representing the air
samplings which were in the odor test set and labelled them (italic
style Fig. 2c). The scattering was found to be congruent (respectful of the malodorous and odor free regions identiﬁcation) with
that of the training set. Moreover we located the units representing the experimental vectors recorded contemporarily with the
list of available citizens’ complaints, which are labelled by a star
in Fig. 2c. The complaints were gathered in the lower part of the
map, conﬁrming the attribution of “malodorous air” to that map
region. The total number of complaints registered was 59, 21 coming from volunteers (see par. 2.3) and 38 addressed from citizens
to the municipality (see par. 2.5). In Fig. 2c, for the sake of the
readability of the ﬁgure, stars were not plotted on a unit if it was
already labelled with a number. A table with details is reported in
the Supplementary material.

Fig. 4. Sensor patterns in clusters depicted by box-plots. S = SULFUR (sensor),
N = NITROGEN (sensor). The sequence of presentation derives from the hierarchical clustering of the variables, the SOM data set has been normalized by variables
for the sake of the readability of the ﬁgure.

introduced in chapter 3.5. It can be noticed that sensor patterns in
cluster 1 and 5 show an opposite behavior.
Integrating the outcomes of the olfactometric measurements,
the citizens’ complaints records and the sensor patterns in clusters, we classiﬁed the clusters as: 1-odor free, 2-possibly odor free,
3- malodorous (source 1), 4-possibly malodorous, 5-malodorous
(source 2).
With the aim of improving the characterization of the clusters
we retrieved wind speed and direction data, as well as pollutant
data recorded by the regional environmental protection agency in a
monitoring station located nearby (see par. 2.1), representing them
in box-plots according to the clusters, as shown in Fig. 5.
Considering that benzene and carbon monoxide are signiﬁcantly
present in fugitive emissions from coke distillation in steel plants
[27,62], ﬁnding high values of these parameters in hours mapped
on the Self Organizing Map regions characterized by both cluster
4 and 5 suggested that air identiﬁed by these grouping originated
from the same source. Also the characteristic wind direction for
the time being mapped on the aforementioned clusters conﬁrmed
a very similar origin for the two. On the basis of the aforesaid
cases, clusters 4 and 5 were both characterized as malodorous (a
lower frequency of citizens’ complaints indicated that cluster 4 was
probably less critical or malodorous than 5). Cluster 1 and 2 were
characterized by high winds from ENE direction (“Bora” wind) and
thus could both be classiﬁed as odor free for the SLS site, in relation to the industrial source. According to wind data (light wind
from E direction, see median value of the box-plot) cluster 3 could

3.6. SOM clusterization
In order to group neurons representing sensor data patterns
on the basis of their similarity, the k-mean algorithm requires the
selection of the desired number of clusters: the Davis-Bouldin index
[61] is function of the ratio of the within-cluster scatter to the
between-cluster separation, and it has to be the low for good clusterization. The DB index was calculated for a range of clusters from
2 to 10, iterating the k-means algorithm for 200 epochs. The number of clusters which showed the lowest DB-index was ﬁve. The
cluster separation of the map is reported in Fig. 2c.
The air samplings appeared to be grouped into two clusters
separately: 3 and 5. The complaint distribution among clusters is
reported in Table 3, showing how the complaints were mainly in
relation to minutes mapped on cluster 5.
The variability of values of each sensor for each cluster can be
represented by box-plots, as illustrated in Fig. 4. For the sake of the
readability of the ﬁgure, the sensor values were normalized across
the variables to have zero mean and unit standard deviation and the
box-plot whiskers are omitted. The box-plots with whiskers, as well
as the sensor patterns in clusters calculated using the experimental
data, are reported in the Supporting material. The sequence of presentation derives from the hierarchical clustering of the variables,
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Fig. 5. Box-plots of wind speed and direction data and pollutant data, registered by the regional environmental protection agency at Molo Fratelli Bandiera site and at RFI
site respectively, split by cluster.

Table 4
overall and monthly percentage distribution (frequency) of the experimental data
among the clusters.
Cluster

June

July

August

September

Overall

1
2
3
4
5

2
1
0
12
4

1
5
3
8
11

1
8
9
3
6

13
4
4
1
2

17
18
16
24
23

4. Conclusions

Table 5
duration presented as the percentage of experimental data distribution among the
clusters in selected time intervals.
Duration (hours)

Cluster

1
2
3
4
5

0–1

1–2

2–4

4–8

8–12

12–24

24–50

70
80
85
84
86

11
6
6
6
7

5
6
5
6
4

7
5
3
2
2

2
2
1
1
1

4
1
0
0
1

1
0
0
0
0

In Table 5 the duration (D) is presented as the percentage of
experimental data distribution among the clusters in selected time
ranges (0–1 h; 1–2 h; 2–4 h; 4–8 h; 8–12 h; 12–24 h; 24–50 h). It is
expected that “odor-free air” events last usually longer than malodorous ones. In fact,the duration of cluster 1 and 2 were more
spread among intervals longer than 1 h than cluster 3, 4 and 5.

be classiﬁed as inﬂuenced by a malodorous source different to the
steel plant, possibly a water treatment plant nearby, that it is subject to signiﬁcant on-going renewal. The H2 S data supported the
assignment of the malodorous classiﬁcation to Cluster 5. Cluster 3
showed a median of H2 S slightly higher than Cluster 4.
As an example, citizens reported of an entire malodorous day
(7/8/2015). In that day all the sensor vectors lied in cluster 3 (81%)
and cluster 5 (19%). The trajectory of the day on the SOM map and
the time plot of the sensor behaviors are reported in the Supplementary Material.
Following on from the cluster assignment, we evaluated the frequency and the duration of malodorous events (F and D in the FIDOL
model for odor impact assessment). In Table 4 the frequency is presented as the percentage of the overall and monthly experimental
data distribution among the clusters.
Clusters 3 and 5, for which the malodorous assignment is conﬁrmed by the results obtained by olfactometric analysis, contained
Best Matching Units for 47% of all the experimental e-nose vectors per minute in the four-month period. Interestingly, the ranking
in frequency among the clusters changed throughout the months.
Cluster 4 and 5 switched their ranking on moving from June to
August. In August Cluster 3 had the ﬁrst place and in September
cluster 1 (odor free air) had the ﬁrst place. The result is consistent
with the fact that the sea breeze phenomena transporting coastal
industrial emissions to the inland civil dwellings usually, fade away
in late summer.

8

In this paper we propose the ﬁrst application of a method where
we apply an unsupervised data analysis approach for handling
e-nose monitoring data collected by a “general purpose” e-nose
suitable to detect unspeciﬁed odorants. A reﬁned model of odor
impact can be achieved by tailoring a more speciﬁc e-nose conﬁguration to assess that particular odor typologies identiﬁed with a
ﬁrst explorative application.
Ancillary information (olfactometric measurements on air samples after citizen calls, wind data, pollutant data and citizens’
complaints records collected by the municipality) were used for
map interpretation. In this application we trained the SOM using
nearly the whole data, which contained a (small) number of e-nose
signals registered in correspondence with olfactometric measurements (which carry “objective” odor information). Another small
number of e-nose signals registered in correspondence with other
olfactometric measurements was used to assess the recall ability
of the map. This method proved that the SOM map was able to
classify malodor events in a coherent way. The application can be
improved by sampling air and evaluating its odor concentration
by EN 13725:2003 in the absence of odor or in the presence of
a weakly annoying odor to allow the identiﬁcation of false positive results (e-nose data suggesting malodor, while in reality there
was no odor) and to ﬁnely characterize map regions that in this
application has been deﬁned as “possibly odor-free” or “possibly
malodorous”. Another way to improve the model is to recruit volunteers who live in proximity of the sampling point and train them
to ﬁll (during e-nose sampling period) a daily questionnaire according to German VDI 3883 which standardizes a way to report odor
Duration-Intensity-Frequency. The data collected by the questionnaire method can be used to reﬁne the SOM interpretation.
Being aware that the abovementioned possible improvements
have to be tested in different real environmental scenarios to obtain
more robust and reﬁned models, Odor Control Map proved to be a
promising tool to be used as a diagnostic chart. It provides a valuable visualization support for following the dynamic evolution of
the system with time: (i) relationships among sensor responses in
different air types can be easily visualized and studied; (ii) dynamic
changes of air types in time – e.g., during a day – can be followed
by plotting a trajectory on the map and identifying the regions
(clusters) involved; (iii) possible malodor sources can be identiﬁed;
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(iv) emerging novel proﬁle types, signiﬁcantly different from those
already classiﬁed, can be detected by means of outlier detection
methods; (v) possible sensor failures can be detected by comparing
cluster sensor proﬁles with proﬁles identiﬁed by means of outlier detection methods. Moreover, the air type classiﬁcation allows
the attainment, among the odor features (FIDOL), an experimental evaluation of the frequency and duration of air types classiﬁed
as malodorous. The described approach does not need previous
knowledge on odor sources or odor sources characterization to calibrate the e-nose, nevertheless air samples collected at the emission
sources can be used for further training of the SOM algorithm and
enrichment of the information provided by the map. Furthermore,
considering that different annoyances (e.g., odor, noise, presence of
speciﬁc chemical compounds) can cause possible synergistic health
effects [1], Odor Control Map is a suitable tool to integrate data
deriving from different and independent analysis/monitoring to
obtain a more comprehensive knowledge on complex environmental phenomena involving civil dwellings close to industrial plants.
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